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The talk

• Following up and looking back:
• 1st presentation: Meat inspection and slaughter as learning –based systems
• 2nd presentation : Methods for comparison of systems
• 3rd presentation : Interventions in the meat chain: The need to integrate causal inference 

into planning of interventions.
• 4th presentation is this one: Some conclusions and future perspectives; Into Artificial 

intelligence?



The ideology of meat safety



Learning organisations: 
KAP – the wholy Grail
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Simple: Dirty animals –
dirty meat?
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Dirty animal Clean animal

Ordinary slaughterSpecial slaughter

Clean carcass?



Are we
pushing too 
far?

Lack of data 
to be used in 
risk 
assessment
and risk 
management



Preharvest data «revolution» ?

• Big data will most likely be 
used primarily for 
automatically harvested data, 
as e.g. sensor technologies
• What about smaller

organisations, data harvested 
from farms and processing
units into consumers’ 
kitchens?
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Common datasets not available

• We have large amounts of 
data – most of it is not used

• Where are the data collected

• Who owns the data?
• Producers
• Industry
• Market owners
• Public sector
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Causal paths

www.dagitty.net

http://www.dagitty.net/


Carcass counts or 
meat meat cuts –
extreme variability

• Obviously meat plant 
recordings are more 
reliable

• Directly influencing public
health

• Can be traced back  - If 
information flow works



HPR and carcass counts, of course there is a 
relationship – but what about predictions?



HPR – hygiene as a
latent (non-measured variable)
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Complexity:
Risk assessments



Complex networks



Decision analyses

• Bayesian networks
represents a graphical
technique easily (??) 
understood

• BN can send information
forward and backward



• Industries will be reluctant to share their
data

• Public data sharing will be limited by 
GDPR

• Other, commercial actors will dominate
the arena in food safety and food quality

• Industrial systems have more freedom
and more efficient than public 
systems – and will be able to integrate
databases
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The Industry and Public Sector



Do not forget the biology!
Neospora is not  
zoonotic, but Neospora  
affects zoonoses as it is  
linked to pre-harvest  
management and  
contact between cattle  
and dogs



The status

1. Very few European countries have real pre-harvest systems to collect data to 
be used in quality assurance

2. Temptation to move towards automatic data harvesting – are these data 
relevant and reliable?

3. Ownership of data is controversial
4. Sharing of data difficult due to GDPR and commercial interests
5. CHALLENGES WILL BE LINKED TO DEALING WITH EXTREME 

VARIABILITIES IN VERY DIVERSE MEAT CHAINS IN EUROPE



The future – into the green shift

• Reduced meat consumption in Europe
• Stress on the industry linked to pressure from

• Sustainability and climate
• «Green Deal»
• Animal welfare

• Authorities and industries under pressure to change food 
systems into circular food chains



And the World was never to be the same again; 
algorithms and Artificial Intelligence (AI)



Will AI save us

• May not be of much help in our area, due to lack of 
transparency of data, limited sharing of data – and:

• Huge variability of data

• Even advanced AI systems will not give reliable predictions
on specific units as animals and herds. 



Am I a bit pessimistic?


